
Junior Buddy
Arizona Statewide Edition

What’s Inside?
✔  That's My House
✔  Rocky Watches Wildlife 
✔  Don't Trash The Parks!
✔  Be Smart Around Water
✔  Let's Take A Hike
✔  A-Maze-ing Fun

The Junior Buddy program is designed for young children and 
their parents or teacher! Explore with Rocky Ringtail as he 
learns about the environment through fun games and puzzles!
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Ages 3-5



Help Rocky to find homes for his friends. 
Draw a line from his animal friend to the 
home it can live in. 
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    THAT'S MY HOUSE
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ROCKY WATCHES WILDLIFE AT 
ARIZONA STATE PARKS

Which of these things are 
not like the others?
Draw a circle around the 
animal that is different 
from the others in each row.

1.

2.

3.
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DON'T TRASH 
THE PARKS!

People can hurt animals, and even ourselves, by not taking care 
of our trash. Help the animals on this page get rid of the trash by 
putting an X through all the trash you find.
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Wherever you are be trash smart! Use designated trash 
containers and look for ways to Reduce the amount of 
trash you make, Reuse what you can, and check to see 
what you can Recycle in your area.



BE SMART AROUND WATER

Color
Page!

Rocky loves to boat, swim and fish! 
He knows to play safe you have to 
play smart. Rocky always wears his 
lifejacket when he is around water.
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LET'S TAKE A HIKE!
Going out exploring in an Arizona State Park is a LOT of 
fun, but only if you are prepared! Decide which item in 
each pair is the better choice to take on a hike and circle 
it. Put an X on the item you probably won't need.

Which hat should you take? Which should you drink?Which shoes should you wear?

Which of these items would be a good idea to have with you on a 
hike? Put a circle around them. Which items can probably be left at 
home? Put an X on them.
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A-MAZE-ING FUN!
It's a good thing Rocky Ringtail remembered his map so he can 
find his way back to camp. Start at the arrow and see if you can 
reach Rocky's tent back at camp.
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Tent



As an Arizona State 
Parks Junior Buddy,  
I pledge to help the 
rangers protect and 
preserve the park.  

I will also help  
keep the park clean  
and safe for visitors  
and wildlife.

Junior Buddy
Pledge

Rabbit

Bobcat

Owl Deer
Coyote
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There are many fun 
things to do at your  
Arizona State Parks!  
Visit our website at  
azstateparks.comCircle any animals 

that you have seen!
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